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PRESS RELEASE 

August 09, 2016 

 

The UIA condemns attack on grieving lawyers and mourners in Quetta, 

Pakistan, following  murder of  former President of  Baluchistan Bar Association 

 

 
The UIA deplores the targeted bombing attack on August 8, 2016 at a hospital in Quetta, in the Baluchistan 
province of Pakistan, which killed at least 70 people and wounded 112.  
 
The attack, for which a Taliban faction has claimed responsibility, targeted a grieving crowd that had 
gathered to mourn the loss of Bilal Anwar Kasi, the former President of the Baluchistan Bar Association, who 
had been shot and killed earlier in the day. 
 
The UIA is deeply shocked by this atrocious attack and extends its sincere condolences to all the victims and 
their families. The UIA wishes to express its solidarity with the entire Pakistani legal community and, in 
particular, the Baluchistan Bar Association. 
 
All necessary and appropriate steps should be taken to bring those responsible to justice, in accordance 

with international legal standards, ensuring the full respect of the Rule of Law. 
 
Moreover, the UIA strongly supports the lawyers’ strike that started today in Pakistan, in protest against the 
terrorist attack that killed their colleagues.  
 
The UIA also urges the Pakistani authorities to ensure that the investigation into Mr. Anwar Kasi’s murder is 
conducted independently and impartially.  
 
As the legal community appears to have been targeted, the UIA is deeply concerned about this serious 
threat to the practice of law. The UIA reminds the Pakistani authorities of their responsibility to ensure the 
safety of lawyers and legal professionals, who are essential for protecting Human Rights and upholding the 
Rule of Law in a democratic society. 
 

 

More about the UIA 

 

The Union Internationale des Avocats (International Association of Lawyers - UIA) was founded in 1927. It is the oldest worldwide 

legal association and brings together around two million lawyers through its individual members and collective members (bars, 

federations, and associations) from more than 110 countries.  

The main aims of the UIA are to promote the fundamental principles of the legal profession; to contribute to the establishment of an 

international legal order based on the principle of justice between nations, through law and in the cause of peace; and, to defend 

lawyers and their clients.  
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